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USA Today and International bestselling author J.C. Valentine is back with the latest in her

electrifying, dangerous, and provocative world of the Spartan Riders MC...After escaping an abusive

marriage, Spartan Riders bartender Ginger "Red" Mercury is determined to live life on her own

terms. When the club's VP declares her untouchable and stakes his own claim on her, she finds

herself ready to wage war. A year after inoculating the threat from notorious cartel leader Ricky

Cruiz, Garrick "Repo" Stone, the last-standing original member of the Spartan Riders MC, has his

focus on something else: monogamy. Having decided to settle down and take an olÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ lady,

he has his sights set on Red...and he has his work cut out for him if he hopes to win her. When a

new threat makes itself known, threatening everything the brothers stand for and care about,

theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re left scrambling to find out whoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s behind it before itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s too late. With

the high-stakes game of war looming over them, will Red be able to open her heart to love before

outside forces pull her and Repo apart?
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Who said you can't enjoy a book where you don't like the heroine at the start of the book. If you are

a fan like me of the Spartan Riders series then you know all about Ginger. Ginger always irritated

me, I hate that she has a past with Blake because I adore Gabby and didn't like the way Ginger

treated her. Repo/Garrick is the VP of the club and has always had an infatuation with her. He's

determined to make her his but Red/Ginger is insistent on how she will live her life and reading

about Repo trying to claim her was uneasy because it's two determined people who somehow have

to overcome their own ways to find true love and give us a HAE. Vigor changed my mind about Red,

Ginger is a tough cookie who has a big heart to all and Garrick Loves hard especially his Red! Vigor

also gives us more of our favorite bikers and couples (Blake&Gabby, Tucker&Talia) plus we learn

that the turmoil for this MC is just starting. I am looking forward to the next installment of this series

to find out exactly what's next for the Spartan Riders with the impending threat of the Cartel and just

because I need more of this series.

This is the 3rd book in the Spartan Riders series by J.C. Valentine and it is Garrick "Repo" Stone's

story.Repo is the last original standing member, and VP of the Spartan Riders Motorcycle Club. At

42 years old, Repo is ready to settle down and take on an ol' lady and he has his sights set on

Ginger "Red" Mercury, bartender at the club's compound. Repo first met Red when she was barely

out of high school and they ended up hooking up. Both of them are now divorced and Repo is

looking to change that. Repo made it known to the club that Red is his and it's hands off for anyone

else.Red, being a very head strong female goes nuts when she finds out about Repo's claim to her.

She does not want to be someone's property and fights against Repo's wishes every step of the

way. When something happens to Repo that ends him up in the hospital, Red has a change of

heart. Funny how a near death experience can change someone's attitude. While nursing Repo

back to health, things start to become more serious between them. Just when it looks like these two

will get their happy ending, Repo opens his mouth and Red goes running. Of course this is at the

same time when the things with the cartel start heating up again and then everything explodes. It

takes a lot to finally get their happy ending.Overall, I really enjoyed this story. The characters were

both fun and had such great banter. Repo has such a dirty mouth on him! ;) I'm glad these two

finally got together as the Spartans and the cartel are heading into a war.

I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader copy of this book.He is claiming her. Telling all the

prospects and the brothers she is hands off. Repo has never been so serious about anything in his

life, except when it comes to her. There have been a few times they have been together, however



their first time a long time ago was what sealed it for him. Unfortunately, a lousy marriage and

divorce has left Repo's heart cold and hard as a rock. He is not one who puts up with anything and

when he sets his mind to something it is as good as done! He is going to make her his ol' lady and

that is final.She is a woman who will never be owned. She was married once and he was what

made her realize that she was the only one that would own her ever again. Her marriage was a

vicious one, fights (using fists instead of words) and infidelity. That was a while ago, and she is

happy to entertain herself with whatever flavor of the day she decides and there is no strings

attached. Perfect arrangement for her. Now all of a sudden all the guys in the club are staying

away....what the.....? Until one club member tells her she is hands off....Ginger aka Red knows just

who to go and question about this.The questioning starts with a cold bucket of water to wake him

up. Oh, Repo started something Red was going to finish. Or at least this is how the mindset was.

Both Repo and Red are stubborn and set in their ways. Repo, awakened by the cold water, takes off

and walks away from Red "talking" to him....where does he go?? Right to her room. Things aren't

really straightened out, but Repo is not allowing her to call him by any other name but his real name.

Red is not having it. But shares her real name as well. They banter, they kind of soften towards

each other, but one of them does/says something then the tough shell is right back up. They are

actually a match made in heaven, only it isn't looked at that way at the moment.It takes a fight, and

him leaving her place, then something tragic happening to him to bring Ginger to her senses about

facing her feelings towards Garrick. The tragic event triggers a lot of events to happen. It is helpful

to have read the first two books in the series, because some of the key players from those books

are in this one. The events are small by themselves but part of a bigger plan, a larger enemy for the

club members. There are fights between the couples and between the club members. A possible

leak or a mole in the club, the women asserting themselves, their men being angry at what the girls

have done. The fights and disagreements that take place because of that, and then of course the

not talking to one another, to making up....the whole gamut is played.It takes the fighting and the not

talking to put things into perspective for many of them including Garrick (Repo) and Ginger (Red.) It

makes them closer, and they realize that they need each other, and really it causes them to express

their feelings. All leading to their wonderful and well earned happily ever after.
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